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Who really runs the world? (Spoiler Alert: It’s not your congressman.) This book lays bare the hidden networks of power, profiling more
than 200 of the world’s real decision makers
What people command the real power to write the laws, start and end wars, shape the economy, and sway public opinion? You’ll find them here
— more than 200 of them, anyway. The reality of the ranks of the global elite is stranger than any conspiracy theory. In this book’s four
comprehensive sections, you will meet:
The Masters of Might: The political and military leaders who use the power of law, regulation, and lethal force to set the boundaries of our lives
The Masters of Money: The bankers (public and private), investors, and philanthropists who allocate the world’s stored value, past and future
The Masters of Matter: The government and corporate leaders who build our infrastructure and control the global supply chain, from natural
resource extraction to retail storefronts and home delivery
The Masters of Media: The spymasters, propagandists, tech and media bosses, as well as the schools and teachers — secular and religious — who
control what we think and what we think we know
Forget the “Deep State” and the “Shadow Government,” this encyclopedia of our unelected — and, often, self-appointed — national and global
leaders profiles the true sources of power, whether hidden or hidden in plain sight. Each of the book’s four sections begins with a brief essay
outlining the nature of influence in politics and the military; finance; the material world; and media and education. Within each section, the who’s
who entries are arranged alphabetically.
Benjamin Reeves is an award-winning screenwriter and journalist, who was senior special projects editor at Worth magazine, where his global
beat was wealth, finance, and power. Host of the “Power & Impact” podcast, Reeves edited Worth’s annual flagship “Power 100” issue, ranking the
100 most powerful people in global finance. He writes a regular politics and business column for Talking Points Memo.
Benjamin Reeves holds a BA in Latin from Knox College, an MA in Experimental Humanities at NYU, and has an MFA in Screenwriting from the
Brooklyn College Feirstein Graduate School of Cinema.
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